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Abstract 

Rabindranath Tagore’s contribution to literature covers almost all areas of art and literature – 

from nursery rhyme to refined poetry; from fairy tale to full-blown novel; from discourses to 

thought-provoking plays; from careless sketches to abstract painting and so on. But why did he 

refrain from writing elegy? His attempts with a few of his poems like “Chhabi” “Biswa Shok”. 

“Niskriti” and a book of elegiac verses called “Smaran” are but a defensive position Tagore 

takes personally to excuse himself of his reluctance or, inability to deal with the rich and refined 

area of elegy.  

This article presents the case of an elegy as a very early literary form popular and practiced at 

all times. This study also focuses on why readers and critics have been silent on the issue as to 

why did Tagore refrain from elegy? With a background and development of elegy as a genre, 

attempts are made to weigh between the myths and the reality surrounding Tagore’s genius and 

his apparent reluctance to write elegy and find an answer to the possible reasons for this great 

literary abstention.  
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Introduction 
 
“An elegy is a meditative lyric poem that has a very mournful and melancholy tone. It is usually 
written to mourn the death of a close friend or a loved one, but also occasionally mourns 
humanity as a whole. Although this form of poetry reflects on the notion of death, it is not to be 
confused with a “eulogy,” which is a speech that gives tribute to a person, usually after the person 
has died.” (Free Online Encyclopedia, 2009). That sums up the bigger picture a traditional elegy 
would display.  
 
“The long history of English Elegy is a pouring of fresh tears into ancient vessel” (Roseberg, 
2005). This calls for an antiquity attached to elegy and a date in the early times when elegy was 
first attempted by Greek pastoral poets.  Greek pastoral tradition of lamentation on the missing of 
mantles of the folk or a member of a brotherhood, friends and companions, is the origin of elegiac 
poetry. Elegy differs from an epitaph in that an epitaph is short; elegy displays grief and pathos 
which transcends from personal into national and/or universal. It differs from an ode in that an  
ode is exalted in passionate praise of someone or something but elegy proceeds onward phase by 
phase: from the expression  of grief to the praise and admiration for the one so missing or lost on 
to consolation and reconciliation.  
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Place of Elegy in Lyrical Literature 
 
All great poets have offered elegiac poetry to literature of their own languages. John Milton of 
Elizabethan times wrote “Lycidas”; a long poem, lamenting his college friend, Edward King, 
drowned in 1637. Shelley in the Ramantic period wrote “Adonais” and Tennyson in the Victorian 
era composed “In Memoriam”; Matthew Arnold, the later Victorian wrote “Thyrsis”,  and W.H. 
Auden, the twentieth century poet, wrote his classic elegy “In Memory of W.B Yeats”. German 
poet Rainer Maria Rilke offered series of ten poems in “Duino Elegies” which is a notable 
example in the line. When his ‘warmest’ friend, Edward Thomas died in a French battlefield in 
1917, Robert Frost expressed his sense of deep grief over the death in his elegy “To E.T.”  
 “Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard” by Thomas Grey, is one of the finest and most read 
elegies in world literature. It speaks of the sad demise of the have-nots of the world, who, in spite 
of their talent, have failed to gain for themselves social recognition, name and fame. Those are 
the deprived ones whom Thomas Grey laments in his “Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard”. 
The universal appeal that the poem produces is such that an air of pathos hovers through, leaving 
behind the tearful eyes of the readers who come across it. P.B. Shelley, the great romantic, 
laments the death of his fellow poet, John Keats, in his famous elegy, “Adonis”. In the poem, 
Shelley compares the harsh critics of the time, with blood hound mercilessly attacked on Keats’ 
poetry, which he alleges to be the cause of premature death of the talented poet. The great 
Victorian poet, Alfred Tennyson’s “In Memoriam” is regarded as the longest elegy in English 
literature. It consists of 133 cantos  with about 2900 lines, composed apparently to lament the 
sudden death of his friend, Arthur Henry Hallam, but, ultimately the text embodies detailed 
descriptions of stormy weather around, purported to echo his own emotional turbulence. Nature 
stands before the poet as a mirror to reflect his inner psychological condition. Days and months 
pass away gradually when the outer storm calms down paralleled by the healing of his mental 
sorrow with the passage of time. The evolutionary process in the mind of the grief stricken poet 
reminds one of Darwinian Theory of Evolution concurrent at the time when Tennyson composed 
the poem. Tennyson’s poetic vista encompassed new ideas and concepts which influenced the life 
of people and changed the society during his time.     
 

Elegy and Tagore 
 
But Bengali Nobel laureate, Rabindranath Tagore, contributed nothing of the sort when he was in 
the midst of overwhelming sorrow and grief, for example, over the British massacre at Amritsar, 
the Punjab, in 1919. Was it because he was indebted to the English for his enlightenment? Nor 
did he lament greatly the  deaths of so many in his own family in so short a time, from 1881 to 
1907, which include  his children- Shamindra, Renu, Madhuri;  his wife, Mrinalini Devi;  his  
literary inspiration, ‘Notun Bouthan’ Kadombari Devi; his favorite grandson, Nitesh; his father 
and mother; and so on. He notoriously preferred to remain silent on the deaths of some great 
Indian figures like Deshbandhu Chittaranjan Das (1870 – 1925) and   Sir Jagadish Chandra Bose 
(1858 –1937). Was Tagore a saint or a stoic that he was not over-flown with emotions enough to 
compose an elegy?  
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Bengali literature has been deprived of some finer lines, perhaps owing to such mysterious 
reluctance on the part of Rabindranath Tagore, who was, otherwise, illustriously noted for the 
ventilations of various kinds and layers of emotions in poetic exuberance.            
Tagore’s son, Shamindra died of cholera in 1907 at the age of thirteen at Munger. The poet was 
very fond of him. He used to often utter “O thik aamar moto” – “He (Shamidra) looks just like 
me”. (Rajat Shuvra Majumadar, 2012, p-397).  On this occasion, the deeply grieving poet-father 
wrote: 

cÖPÛ MR©‡i Avwmj GK ỳw`©b 
`vi“b N›Uv, Aweij AgwbZR©b 
Nb Nb `vwgbx fyR½- hvZ hvwgbx, 
A¤̂i Kwi‡Q AÜ bq‡b AkÖ“evwiY| 

“Evil days have befallen me/ The sky overhead is shrouded by thunderous clouds; / Clarion calls 

are being heard relentlessly. / The night suffers fatal injury from viper bites;/ The sky is shedding 

tears all along and has turned blind.”  
 
This kind of elegiac outpour from Tagore is almost rare. It is an exception because this verse 
presents an imagery involving nature in its mourning with downpours symbolizing the tears of 
deep grief of the weeping father. The tone of the verse befits that of a pure elegy. This elegiac 
beauty of personal grief transcending into impersonal and universal mourning with nature joining 
in is not so profound in the rest of the elegiac verses by Tagore.  
 
Poetic mind is made up of a different make. All other poets of the world, particularly the great 
ones, have followed the style and art of the Greek pastoral tradition of expressing grief over the 
death of the near and dear ones, in the form of elegy. But Rabindranath Tagore directed his pen in 
a different way. Amita Sen, a Tagore-singer and a teacher at Shantiniketan, was very close to the 
poet. Even before her marriage and only when she had crossed her teen age she caught nephrites 
and succumbed to the kidney infection. It was May 24, 1940, that the great singer passed away 
leaving behind a weeping soul in Rabindranath Tagore, passionately bereaved. The versatile 
genius could not remain silent over the premature departure of the delicate girl. Grief stricken, he 
wrote a story called “Progotir Shonghar”Ô (cÖMwZi msnviÕ) but categorically speaking, the piece of 
creation lacks any lamentation appropriate to be elegiac. 
 
The Amritsar massacre took place in the Punjab on April 13, 1919 with 389 Indian killed.  Even 
V.I. Lenin of Moscow expressed his deep concern over the massacre and made a mention of it in 
the 3rd International Communist Convention. There were lots of protest from poets and politicians 
alike from around the world. When Tagore heard of it, he was personally shocked and decided to 
relinquish his Knighthood conferred on him by the British. It was June, 2, 1919 that Tagore wrote 
a letter to Lord Chelmsford in strong language with outbursts of emotion. In a Hamletic overflow 
of words, but no elegiac poetry, Tagore, on that occasion, gave some expression like “The 
oppressor’s wrong, the law’s delay, the insolence of office and the thousand natural shocks that 
flesh is heir to” and rather wrote a letter to the British Raj, in words similar to Hamlet’s 
soliloquy.(Act iii , Scene1, Hamlet.) 
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 But the literary production is a historical protest and a historical letter, not an elegy as would be 
naturally demanded of a great poet by literary tradition. “The accounts of the insults and 

sufferings undergone by our brothers in the Punjab have trickled through the gagged silence, 

reaching every corner of the India, and the universal agony of indignation around in the hearts of 

our people has been ignored by our rulers…”  (Altaf Hossain, 2002, p-216) 
 
Tagore lived until the middle of 1941. He witnessed the slaughter, outrage and violence of the 
two world wars. But a little or no elegiac poetry did he do in memory of the enormous loss of 
human lives during those years. Lamentation by him was again a far cry. We surprisingly read 
only one line about Soviet bombing in Finland, in 1940, in his ‘Apoghat’ ( AcNvZ ): 
 “While nearby a Jarul tree 
 A cuckoo hammers its note dementedly 
 A telegram comes 
 ‘Finland pulverized by Soviet bombs.’ 
 
We hear Tagore tremble in terror hearing war news, but that only in letters to the friends and not 
in elegiac poetry. On January 07, 1940, he wrote to a Jewish friend in Palestine: “I tremble to 

think of the future, if the year 1940 ends as it has been with slaughter on every side, with history 

being made only in terms of outrage and violence.” (Altaf Hossain, 2002). 
3.ii.Many poets have enriched Bengali literature with elegies. Jasim Uddin’s “Kobor” ( The 
Grave), Jatindra Mohan Bagchi’s “ Kazla Didi” ( Sister Kazla) , Kazi Nazrul Islam’s “ Satyendra 
Prayan Geeti”, “Ghumayitey Dao Shanto Robirey” etc., Jibananda Das’s “ Rabindranath”, . Poet 
Shamsur Rahman’s  “Guerilla”, Abu Jafar Obaidullah’s “Kumro phuley phuley…..” etc. display 
most of the traditional   features of elegy. Poet Abul Hasan  of our times  has written an elegy  
called ÔD”PviY¸wj †kv‡KiÕ (The Utterings are of Grief), !971 war-time song  “Aek sagor rokter 

binimoye/ Banglar swadhinata anlo jara.” Sir Elton John’s funeral song on the death of Lady 
Diana, “Goodbye England's Rose; etc. also conform to the tradition and  practice of traditional 
elegy. 
 
Abul Hasan’s Bengali original reads:  
 
“ j²x eDwU‡K AvR Avi †Kv_vI †`wL bv 
nvuwU nvuwU wkïwU‡K †Kv_vI †`wL bv|  
KZ¸‡jv ivRnvum ‡`wL 
b‡ivg kixi fiv ivRnvum ‡`wL 
KZ¸‡jv gyL¯— gvbyl †`wL, 
eDwU‡K †Kv_vI †`wL bv| 
wkïwU‡K †Kv_vI †`wL bv|  
‡Kej cZvKv †`wL  
‡Kej cZvKv †`wL 
¯v̂axbZv †`wL| “ 
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In English translation, the poem could be enjoyed as:  
 “I can’t see my beautiful better-half anywhere 

The faltering child has gone missing in the war. 

I can see some swans around 

Swans with soft feather floats  

Some known faces I see, 

But that beautiful bride is missing. 

The tender child is seen nowhere. 

Only flags seen fly 

Flags, only flags displayed  

For freedom and freedom I see.” 

 
There is superb pathos covering a wide canvas in the texture of the poem. At the cost of the lives 
laid down by the martyrs, our nation now sees loitering around rich, luxurious and feathered 
ladies with slogans in their lips and flags in their hands.  
Tagore’s poem entitled “Shahjahan” (kvRvnvb) in Balaka is a new kind of poem, where lamentation 
does not predominate for its lack of the expression of grief. The poem sounds somewhat like an 
ode.  Rabindranath Tagore gives his own opinion of elegiac lamentations in an interpretation of 
the poem in his essay, c_cÖv‡šÍ (On the outskirts of the road) in wewPÎ cÖeÜ (Variety of Essays) 
written in Aswin 26, 1292 B.S (1886 AD). In that essay he notes.  
ÒcÖK…wZi ˆeivM¨ †`L| †m mKj‡KB fv‡jvev‡m ewjqv KvnviI Rb¨ †kvK K‡i bv| Zvnvi ỳB PvwiUv P›`ª ¸uov nBqv †M‡jI 
Zvnvi gyL AÜKvi nq bv|....... [Look at nature’s  indifference to worldly passions. She loves everyone 

and doesn’t mourn for anyone. Her face doesn’t get pale even if a few of her planets turn into 

ashes of a comet.) To sum up, Tagore relied on his belief in the universe’s endless patience and 
tolerance, which does not shake (mourn) even if a few planets run astray of their orbits to end up 
into ashes of a comet. 
 
Pity, the greatest human quality, is at the centre of epic, tragedy and great tales. National epics 
and pastoral poetry were born in early days when literature was oral. Valmiki created “The 

Ramayana” inspired by the pity at the death of a partner crane by bowman (bird-hunter). 
Homer’s “Odyssey” about Helen and Troy rooted from the story of Lida and the Swan when one 
took pity for the other killed. It is pity at the root of all pastoral poetry, nay, all great work of art 
and literature, such as, the “Bhawayia” songs in the North Bengal of Bangladesh, where, 
incidentally, we also hear the song of an entrapped crane lamenting the loss of its partner, in the 
famous folk-song of Abbas Uddin Ahmed’s “ Amar boga bondee hoichhe, Dhorla nodeer parey 

re…”- (“My crane has been trapped and lost in the trap on the river beach of Dhorla”.)  
It is a pity that draws fellow members to flock together, mourn the dead collectively and stand in 
sympathy with each other whose grief knows no bounds. In Bengali we call it “Karuna” or 
“Shok”. The Ramayana reads, “Shochotoktong moya joshmyat. Toshmyat Shloko Bhobetyokti” 
(Essay: “Rabindranath o Dharma” by Shwapan Majumdar, in Abhipsita Rabindranath, Deep 
Prakashan, Kolkata, p-232). The word “shok” (mourning) takes its origin from “Shochona”  
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( repentance). In the religious scripture of almost all the major religions, there are tales of “Shok” 
or “karuna” (sympathy) from which hymns and messages flowed. Those which we know as songs 
are originated from “Karuna”. “Our sweetest songs are those that tell of saddest thoughts.” 
(Shelley’s “Ode to a Skylark.”) 
But Tagore does not display “shok” or “karuna”- the pity- in his elegiac verses except in two 
examples, one linked to the death of Shamindra and the other to the suicide of ‘Notun Bouthan’, 
Kadombari Devi. Tagore composed poems to eulogize or to pay tribute to those who died in his 
close family. But those poems ultimately got the character of private or personal tribute. None of 
them has taken the shape of an elegy. 
The early Bards of elegy, such as, Milton, Shelley, Tennyson, Matthew Arnold, Grey, Rilke, 
Jasimuddin, Nazrul, Jibananda Das, Abu Jafar Obaidullah—all the great and the good in the 
realm of elegy have followed certain structures of elegy in the line with traditional or pastoral 
elegy: Idyllic settings in rural background with characters in rustic flare, commune mourning,, 
transcending to consolation and reconciliation, shepherds flocking together to symbolize 
Victorian brotherhood etc. are some of the dominant features of an elegy. 
 
The attention of the fellow shepherds, or the herd in a chorus, or as companions, is the natural 
flow of collective mourning in human tragedy. In Christianity, of which Rabindranath Tagore is a 
great admirer, we see a long line of shepherds after the crucifixion of Jesus Christ. In a broad 
sense, all the leaders of the Christian faith are shepherds to mourn the pitiful crucifixion of the 
Son of God. The Churchmen, in Christian tradition, have always been considered as God’s 
shepherds. The sense it conveys and the meaning that it carries are that human race must remain 
ready to share the pity that has befallen on any one member of their community. 
But in Tagore’s so-called elegiac poems including those in the book of verse, “Smaran”, we 
observe a single mourner, the poet-husband of the deceased, who, as a deeply bereaved soul, goes 
on expressing the words of his grief, loaded with praise and pathos.  In “Chhabi”, too, similar is 
the poetic design; the poet-lover is the sole mourner, no social or commune mourning. 
Rabindranath knew the “Mahabharata” very well; he composed such epic-drama as “Karna-Kunti 
Sangbad”,“Gandharir Abedon” and many more. Was he not aware of the imagination of poet 
Valmiki? It looks peculiar, so to say, with Rabindranath Tagore that he has consciously deviated 
from the pastoral-traditional character of elegy and confined himself to private allusions, 
references, and reminiscences. When poets compose epitaph for him or in memory of some 
others, great or small, they usually go for personal experiences and private allusions. When we 
read/ listen to Tagore’s “Jokhon Porbey na mor payer chinho aei batey” (“ When my footprints 
will not be felt on this ground”), we come across a list of earthly objects described pictures put in 
an art gallery before visitors to view. In his long poem, “Smaran” we experience likewise:  
“Hey Lakshmi Tomar aji nai ontohpur. 

…………………………………………… 

Shokol anondey aar shokol alokey 

Shokol Mongol Sathey.”    (No.9 of the book of verse “Smaran”) 
The poet asserts that  his beloved wife, who was like the “lakshmi”- the deity of riches-  in her 
life-time, now transcends those earthly barriers and takes  the shape of “Swaraswati”- the deity of 
art and knowledge-, standing on the hundred-petal lotus of music. 
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 “The soul-like lake under your feet now echoes your face in many colours. The beauty of mind 

which you held during your life-time, now knows no limit but it spreads in all directions of the 

world to mingle with all that are delightful, enlightened and innocent.” 

Nirod C. Chowdhury (2012) cites poem no. 27 in “Smaran” to comment that this sort of 
reawakening of the life of the dead-lover in the midst of natural objects and living bodies on the 
earth may be termed as pantheism. This is a sort of idealism –poetic idealism- no doubt, which 
William Wordsworth practiced widely in his romantic poetry. In his elegiac verses, Tagore has 
presented pantheism in poem no. 8 of “Smaran” and “Chhabi” of Balaka. The poem no. 8 of 
“Smaran” reads,  
“ Tomari noyoney aji heritechhi shob, 

Tomari bedona biswey kori Anubhab 

Tomr Odriswa Haat heri mor kajey 

Tomari Kamona mor kamonar majhey.” 

The bereaved poet says, “My eyes, merged with yours, I am viewing the nature around me, which 

is living. I feel that very pain which you feel.” Such ideas of union between two souls of the dead 
and the living, dear as they are to each other, is available in Tagore’s another poem, “Chhabi”, 
mentioned earlier. 
The grief and pity that the poet felt and suffered at the death of his sister-in-law inspirer, 
Kadombari Devi, surpass all others of his feelings and sufferings—be it that for his deceased 
wife, Mrinalini Devi, or anyone else. The death of Mrinalini Devi he could forget soon after 
composing the verses of “Smaran” in 1903; we find no trace of further creation in the direction by 
Tagore thereafter. But the “shoak’ or “Shochona’- the pity- which filled up his heart once in 
1881, when Kadombari Devi committed suicide, continued till the last day of his life in 1941, 
which is reflected in the song “prem eshechhilo nihshobdchoroney ek roktim morichika….” 
[Love came with soft steps like blood-red gossamer.]. The pity ultimately grew into the spirit of 
sadness. This very spirit was transformed into strength in him and lent him poetic genius, writes 
Brahmabandha Upadhaya (Abhipsita Rabindranath, p-390). In “Chaitali” we get this affirmation:  
“Tumi Jodi Bkshomajhey thako nirobodhi 

Tomar anando murti nitto here Jodi 

E mugdho noyon mor ,-- poranbollov 

Tomar komolkanta choronpollob 

Chirosporsho rekhey dei jibontoreetey 

Kono bhoi nahi kori banchitey moritey.” 

“ If you live in my bossom all through my life 
If I can see your delightful face everyday, 
My enchanted eyes, oh dear friend 
Your delicate body with tender feet 
Leaves its touch in the boat of my life 
I am fearless in death as I am in life,” 
In “Chhabi” of Balaka , Rabidranath once again affirms that the forgetfulness about Kadombari 
Devi is never like the common forgetfulness of other people. To him it is re-invigorating and 
revitalizing making this particular poem a distant relative of the traditional elegy.. To quote from 
“Chhabi” 
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The Portrait 

Are you a mere portrait 
Drawn on a canvas? 
Those distant galaxies 
Which crowd the skies 
And travel day and night 
Through darkness with their candles 
The planets, the sun and the stars  
Aren’t you real like them 
O you portrait 
Are you a mere portrait? 
 
Be it the greenery of this earth 
Or the blue of the sky. 
In you my existence has found its harmony. 
I am hardly aware 
Nor others know 
All my songs echo with your tunes; 
In the heart of the poet 
You are the poet 
You are not a mere portrait at all. 
I got you in the dawn of my life  
But lost you one night 
Now in the dark I get you unaware 
Never a portrait, a mere portrait, you are. (Translated by Kumud Biswas; 2104.) 
Not that Rabindranath Tagore is all along beset with nostalgia in his elegiac poems; he has most 
often trodden the idealistic path of immortality of soul, which the English poets have all along 
sang. Shakespeare in his more than hundred sonnets has carried forward the idea; Wordsworth 
has depicted this in his “Ode on the Intimations Immortality from Recollections of Early 
Childhood”; Tennyson in his “In Memoriam” and other poems; Milton in his “Lycidas”, Matthew 
Arnold in his “The Scholar Gipsy” and so on and so forth. 
Rabindranath in his “Chhabi”, and the verses in “Smaran” has attempted to embrace immortality 
but feebly, ‘willy nilly’. When he speaks of the return of his deceased wife as a beloved one, it 
sounds more a matter of remembrance than a matter of philosophical depiction or immortalizing 
the departed soul; it is more of a personal satisfaction than of common good, somewhat private 
and evidently subjective. Tagore in these verses lacks objectivity and universality.  To quote a 
few line from the verse number 11  of “Smaran” 
“Mrittur nepotthya hotey aar bar ele tumi phirey 
Nutan bodhur shajey hridoyer bibaha-mondirey 
Shongsar hoitey tumi ontorey poshiley ashi pria,” 
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In a simple prose translation of the stanza we will see that the husband-poet is recollecting the 
domestic memories of his deceased beloved wife who used to pass busy hours in the kitchen and 
interior day-to-day life while she was alive. Now that she is gone, her such days of domestic 
business are over, and she is free now to approach the love-touches of the lover who is waiting. 
Surely, the word “Sangsar” in the poem refers to daily buzz of domestic affairs. As such, it is no 
good for us to equate the ideas of remembrances of a mind to the higher ideas of the immortality 
of the soul as described by William Wordsworth in his poem “Ode on the Intimation of 
Immortality from Recollection of Early Childhood,”: 
“Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting; 
The soul that rises with us, our life’s star, 
Hath had elsewhere its setting  
And cometh from afar; 
Not in entire forgetfulness, 
And not in nakedness 
But trailing clouds of glory do we come 
From God who is our home .”   
 
Love is, for certain, a matter of enterprise and action. Only the bold and the beautiful can make 
love happen and carry on with it but those who are men of conscience, like Hamlet, the Prince of 
Denmark, or, Rabindranath- the Prince of Jorasanko, cannot face love so boldly. They do it 
somewhat candidly, in a way, at a point where physical feelings meet with metaphysical mystery 
amounting to escapism.  Shakespeare has his stake for this type of lovers: 
“And enterprises of great pitch and moment  
With this regard turn awry, and the native hue of resolution 
Is sicklied over with the pale cast of thought, 
And lose the name of action.” (Hamlet Act 1 Scene iii) 
So, Ophelia had to commit suicide by drowning, and Kadombari Devi had to do the same by 
taking poison. In his autobiography titled “Jeebonsmrity”, Tagore acknowledged his Hamletic 
vascillation: 
“Jahakey Dhorichhilam, tahekey Chharitei hoilo. Eitakey kshotir dik dia dekhia jemon bedona 

pailam, temoni sheikhanei ihakey muktir di dia dekhia ekta udar shanty bodh korilam.”- “Whom I 

wanted to have, had to be forsaken. When I see to it as a losing concern, I feel heartache; but 

when I consider it a sacrifice, it gives me peace.”  ( Saad Kamali,2014.) 

 
This acknowledgement of insincerity on the part of a man in high esteem and glory is exemplified 
by Shakespeare, again, in his Hamlet, in the character of Claudius. In an early scene of the play, 
Hamlet passes a remark on Claudius: “ More than kin and less than kind.” About Kadombari, 
Rabindranath was more than a lover but less than a killer. So, he sang later on, on September 04, 
1937, nearing the end of his life: 
“Money ki dwidh rekhey geley choley.. 

………………………………….. 

Shey ki roey gelo go shikto juntheer gondhobedoney.”  
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It is reminiscent of the last meeting between Kadombari and Rabindranath Tagore. She 
approached the young lover one night but didn’t give utterance to her untold appeals. Tagore 
availed this instance of her remaining quiet and ignored her. Now the poet-singer pretends of no 
knowledge of this. He sings in apology, words after words flow out of his pen.  
 

Tagore’s own notions about Death 
 
Titash Chaudhuri (2001) writes, “ Rbindranath’s awareness of death is exceptional in Bengali 
literature. We hardly come across such awareness in the world literature.” Depiction of death in 
Tennyson, Frost, Shakespeare, Blake, Jibananada, is from that of Rabindranath Tagore. Such an 
image of death as in Tagore’s writing can be found in Keats: “Death is life’s high mead/ Death is 
the crown of life.” Tagore also, Titash Chaudhuri obsereves, “….worships, depicts death with a 
crown of glory on its head.” Death, to him, is not a destruction but medium to enshrine beauty. 
Life wouldn’t be beautiful without death. Tagore has been exemplified as beautiful and exquisite 
with awareness of death”, somewhat like Keats, “Truth is beauty,/ Beauty truth,/ That is all ye  
know on Earth/ And all ye need to know.” Baneechanda (1899) quoted in Titash Chaudhuri says 
that Tagore accepts death as beautiful as he loves life.” 
 
In the opening verse of Geetanjali, Tagore composed “Ontor momo bikoshito koro, ontorotoro 
hey/ Nirmolo koro, ujjolo koro, sundoro koro hey.” (“Empower my mind and let get empowered 
more;/ Refresh it and brighten it and beautify it to the core.”) Significantly enough, Tagore 
composed this verse immediately after the demise of his teen age son, Shamindra. In another 
verse, Tagore invoked Divine Spirit to stand by him so that he could recover from such shocks as 
death put him to. He wrote: “Durgom poth e bhobo gohon, koto tyag shok biroho dohono,/ 
Jiboney mrittu koria bohon pran pai jeno moroney.” Rendering the verses into English, we get, 
“This life is an untreadable abysm, beset with losses, grief and the burns of recluse; but we regain 
the very life by embracing death, testing death ourselves.” Death thus is a soul-penetrating agent 
and an elixir at the same time. Tagore was as imaginative and fresh as the mythical phoenix. He 
had the ability to translate losses into gains, not like Shelley (who moans “I fall upon on the 
thorns of life; I faint, I die” (Dejection, An Ode by P.B. Shelley) but like himself, the unique 
poet, the poet apart. Was it one of the reasons that proper elegy did not flow from the versatile 
pen like Tagore’s? Was he Biblical or Christian-like in his notions about death? A question like 
this is not unusual to arise. In the Bible we read, “Death is swallowed up in victory, O death, 
where is thy sting? O grave, where is thy victory?” On death, Tagore has assigned the duty of 
carrying the boat of life. In a famous song, (Geetobitn 23, swarobitan 43) we hear Tagore sings: 
“Prem boley jey jugey jugey,-/ Tomar lagi achhi jegey,/ Moron boley, ami tomar jeebon toree 
bai”, ( “Love says,- I keep myself for ages together/ Awaiting your come-back,/ Death says- yes, 
I am very much here/ to row  your boat of life.”   
 
The power of metamorphosis achieved and exercised by Tagore, has been admitted of, by his 
biographer, Krishna Kapalini, quoted later on by Rajat Shuvra Mazumader (2012) in his essay 
titled “Amrittu Mrittu Shok-jontronadogdho Rabindranath writes, “No other loss had so profound 
an impact on his mind and his genius. It did not break him, it made him.” (393) May be it made 
him but it touched his heart and compelled him to beg apology. 
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Rabindranath Tagore has attempted not at pure elegies but at lyrical poems and melodies of 
personal grief. “Chhabi”, “Shahjahan”, the 27 verses of “Smaran”, and a host of other poems are 
but rhapsody of rhetoric and prosody of poetry which he is so fond of.  More often than not those 
poems of grief have failed to shake off the personal smell of breath. Instead of reaching at the 
height and grandeur of immortality and universality, those poems have rather shown a tendency 
to shrink up to what is very private and domestic in him. In spite of such a tendency, the readers 
of his poems and the listeners to his songs could have benefited immensely if those poems and 
songs of Tagore showed that he was a poet of negative capability as was William Shakespeare in 
his plays, John Keats in his Odes and T.S.Eliot in his lines.  
 
Tagore not only failed to transcend his personal grief to impersonal pity and resolutions in case of 
the demise of his dear and near ones; he  has failed to address the pains and sufferings of a 
colonized nation in the late Victorian times although the Indians in those days reached on the 
brink of their freedom. The immortality and the journey of the soul is a popular subject with the 
Asians and the Europeans. Tagore being a hybrid of the two continents and two cultures, his 
poetry does not project those characteristics and qualities of traditional and/or pastoral elegy. In 
his longer poem,  ”In Memoriam”, Darwinian assertion of doubt in God, and the way out from the 
scientific assertion, with the help of mystical re-union with his deceased friend, Arthur Henry 
Hallam, is well narrated in persuasive language. In the poem, the emotional agony and the 
intellectual sufferings of the English nation have found proper ventilation. But, though Tagore 
himself was a colonized British poet and a late Victorian, he has failed to embody those ideas and 
strifes in his “Smaran” in an elegiac style. Mysticism was not alien to Tagore. It was never a 
foreign element in Tagore’s poetry when we go through the pages of English and Bengali 
Geetanjali. W.B. Yeats, in his introduction to Geetanjali, (the “Song Offerings”), has interpreted 
how mysticism has enriched those poems up to the point of hypnoticism: “Lovers while they 
await one another, shall find in murmuring them, this love of God a magic gulf wherein their own 
more bitter passion may bathe and renew its youth. At every moment the heart of this poet flows 
outward to these without derogation or condescension, for it has known that they will 
understand; and it has filled itself with the circumstance of their lives. The traveler in the red 
brown clothes that he wears that dust may not show up on him, the girl searching in her bed for 
the petals fallen from the wreath of her royal lover, the servant of the bride awaiting the master’s 
home-coming in the empty house, are images of the heart turning to God. Flowers and rivers, the 
blowing of conch shells, the heavy rain of the Indian July, or the moods of that heart in union or 
in separation; and a man sitting in a boat up on a river playing lute like one of those figures full 
of mysterious meaning as is God himself. A whole people, a whole civilization, immeasurably 
strange to us, seems to have been taken up into this imagination; and yet we are not moved 
because of its strangeness, but because we met our own image……..”  (W.B.Yeats, 1913.) But in 
“Smaran”, unlike Tennyson’s “In Memoriam”, mysticism has not been resorted to by Tagore to 
provide spiritual solution to those Victorian problems of conflict between art, science and 
religion. Rather, we find a possessed Rabindranath, pre-occupied with historical background of 
the immortality of soul, not dealt with sufficiently in the verses. 
 
All these weaknesses not meted out, Tagore’s elegiac poems could not be glorified in the rank 
and file of the world literature. But why? The answer lies clearly in more than one place.  
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Conclusion 
 
Tagore’s elegiac poems, by usual parameters of traditional elegy, fall short of being pure elegies.    
Krishna Kripalini (2008) , in discussion of “Smaran”, writes: “Some critics have noted with regret 
a lack of adequate passion in these elegies,… (p-215).” He tries to justify that it does not matter if 
the verses in “Smaran” project “the husband’s sincerity of sorrow at a loss that was irreplaceable 
and ... is movingly expressed without an excess of self-pity. (p-215)” So, no excess of ‘self-pity’, 
no elegy from Tagore. 
 
Tagore’s emotional and spiritual make up was opposed to his way of maturing as an elegist. Amit 
Chaudhuri in his introduction to “Essential Tagore” by Fakrul Alam and Radha Chakravarty 
(2011), writes, “Tagore’s fascination and absorption in heritage could have made him an elegist, 
or a poet who turned from the physical life of the partner to contemplate the ruins of the past. 
This trajectory was, to a certain extent, to T.S. Eliots, oddy. This is not the case. Tagore’s way of 
suggesting that he lives in a unique moment in history is to embrace change as a fundamental 
constituent of existences—indeed it is a crucial constituent of diction, imagination, and a craft. 
‘In order to find you anew, I lose you every moment/ O beloved treasure.’ In this line from a song 
and others like it, Tagore embraces accident. He weds contingency to the modernist, love of the 
here and now.” ‘Modernist’s love of the moment’ indeed, makes Tagore a modern poet in every 
sense of it but that doesn’t mean he is not gifted to accommodate negative capability and invoke 
immortality in his elegiac verses. 
 
Nirodchandra Chaudhuri (Bangla 1415, “Atmaghatee Rabindranath”, Kolkata, p-45) writes that 
Tagore was present in the house on the night his mother died but he was not near her death-bed. 
He saw the dead-body well-decked in the morning on a platform in the lawn and he saw the 
beauty in death; death appeared to be “peaceful and beautiful” (p-45) to Tagore. An analogy of 
this self-realization of death by Tagore may be drawn with the description of death from Laura in 
“The Garden Party” of Katherine Mansfield in “An Introduction to English Prose” by A.S.M. 
Obaidullah (2004). Laura, the protagonist of the story, like Tagore, is from an aristocratic family. 
She, like Tagore,  didn’t have to deal with death directly prior to her sight of the dead-body of the 
poor man, Scott, and in both cases death appears to be an integral part of life and both find death 
to be “peaceful” and “marvelous” ending in a kind of reconciliation. Tagore’s acceptance of 
“accident”, his attraction for “here and now”, his extraordinary energy to enjoy life, his escapism 
and reluctance to confront death through mourning and lamentation resulted in Tagore’s inability 
to create pure elegy. It had to be because his grief is personal, never to be made social or public. 
This has evidence in the life he lived. He visited Madhuri, his daughter regularly during day time 
when she was suffering from prolonged illness. One day, on his way to the house of Madhuri, he 
asked his driver to make U-turn as he heard that Madhuri had already died. He returned home 
without having a sight of the dead-body of Madhuri. What an example of an escapist avoiding the 
minimum responsibility to show the last respect to his own daughter. 
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Rajatshuvra Majumdar (2012), in his “Abhipsita Rabindranath”, writes: “In fact, no deaths, 
except, of course, the sudden death of Kadombari Devi, could shake the outer self of 
Rabindranath, although the poet’s grief-stricken inner self was devastated by the death.”  
(p-396,Translation by the author of this article.). Krishna Kripalini (2008) writes: “ With the 
death of his youngest son, he was reduced to utter loneliness.” But he adds, ”He had learnt not to 
muddy the waters of his Muse with his personal grief; his verse was increasingly becoming his 
offerings to God, the language of his communication of  higher love. (p-221)” So, although the 
modernist Tagore was bruised and shattered by the deaths in his life, he outsmarted the 
overwhelming grief through a willful decision of ceasing to be an elegist. 
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